
APPENDIX
In the main paper we presented flash organizations: rapidly assembled and reconfigurable organizations composed of online
crowd workers. In this appendix we report details on the: 1) results from our deployment of the three flash organizations; 2)
on-demand hiring; 3) reconfigurable organizational structures; 4) final deliverables produced by the three flash organizations.

EMS Report True Story Enterprise All Projects

Number of automated hires 25 29 21 75

Median hiring time (automated
hires)*

0:13:40 0:12:40 0:15:13 0:13:40

Hiring time IQR (automated hires)* Q1: 0:06:46
Q3: 2:37:07

Q1: 0:05:42
Q3: 1:19:10

Q1: 0:07:06
Q3: 0:39:15

Q1: 0:06:46
Q3: 0:59:13

Table A1: Hiring time for automated hires in three flash organization deployments. *Hiring time was defined as the time lapsed between when
the automated hiring email was sent and first engagement occurred, defined as the earliest of logging into the Foundry timeline view or joining the
organization’s Slack collaboration tool.

EMS Report True Story Enterprise All Projects

Number of warm hires 6 8 6 20

Median hiring time (warm hires)* 25:14:19 19:28:41 5:55:51 14:48:45

Hiring time IQR (warm hires)* Q1: 5:58:25
Q3: 44:45:40

Q1: 12:39:36
Q3: 31:36:13

Q1: 0:51:14
Q3: 21:32:38

Q1: 2:29:26
Q3: 35:58:26

Table A2: Hiring time for warm hires in three flash organization deployments. *Hiring time was defined as the time lapsed between when the hiring
request was made and first engagement occurred, defined as the earliest of logging into the Foundry timeline view or joining the organization’s Slack
collaboration tool.

EMS Report True Story Enterprise All Projects

Number of Pull Requests 335 113 118 566

Mean Changes Per Day* 7.3 2.8 3.4 4.6

Percent Breakdown by Pull Request Author

% Workers 7.2 21.2 66.9 22.4

% Team Leads 92.8 47.8 17.8 68.2

% Organizational Leader 0 31.0 15.3 9.4

Table A3: Number and source of organizational structure pull requests for three flash organizations. *Calculated by dividing the total number of
requests by the number of active days for the organization.
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Organizational Unit # of Tasks # of Workers # of Team Leads # of Total Members

Android Development 120 1 2 3

Application Name 2 1 0 1

Back End Development 36 2 3 5

Front End Development 36 1 3 4

HIPAA 1 1 0 1

Market Research 3 2 0 2

Marketing Website 13 2 2 4

Pitch Deck and User Documentation 7 1 1 2

Quality Assurance 82 4 2 6

User Interface Design 82 5 1 6

User Testing 4 1 1 2

Video 4 1 0 1

Total: 12 Total: 390 Total: 20* Total: 11* Total: 31*

Table A4: An overview of the number of tasks, workers, leads and total team members for each of the nine teams and three individuals in the EMS
Report organization. *These numbers represent the total number of unique workers, leads and team members, respectively. Some people filled these
positions for more than one team.

Organizational Unit # of Tasks # of Workers # of Team Leads # of Total Members

Android Development 33 1 1 2

Content Creation 24 12 1 13

Graphic Design: Card Back 6 4 0 4

Graphic Design: Card Front 2 2 0 2

Graphic Design: Logo 7 5 0 5

Graphic Design: Packaging 2 1 0 1

High Fidelity Mockups 12 2 1 3

User Testing 7 1 1 2

User Testing: Photo 3 1 0 1

User Testing: Video 3 2 0 2

Video Transcription 4 3 0 3

Website Development 19 2 1 3

Total: 12 Total: 122 Total: 34* Total: 3* Total: 37*

Table A5: An overview of the number of tasks, workers, leads and total team members for each of the ten teams and two individuals in the True Story
organization. *These numbers represent the total number of unique workers, leads and team members, respectively. Some people filled these positions
for more than one team.
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Organizational Unit # of Tasks # of Workers # of Team Leads # of Total Members

Back End Development 23 5 3 8

Front End Development 29 9 2 11

Quality Assurance 20 3 1 4

User Interface Design 44 7 1 8

User Testing 11 2 1 3

Total: 5 Total: 127 Total: 22* Total: 8* Total: 27*

Table A6: An overview of the number of tasks, workers, leads and total team members for each of the 5 teams in the Enterprise Workshop Portal
organization. *These numbers represent the total number of unique workers, leads and team members, respectively. Some people filled these positions
for more than one team.

Panel Name Open-call ap-
plicants

Completed
starter task

Selected for
panel

Auto-hired
from panel

Warm-hired
from panel

Android Development 19 15 14 4 1

Back End Development 41 27 22 11 2

Content Creation 56 46 16 13 2

Front End Development 55 33 23 12 2

Photography 6 3 3 1 0

Graphic Design 36 28 14 3 4

High Fidelity Mockups 9 8 9 4 0

HIPAA 21 4 3 0 1

Market Research 8 4 2 2 0

PowerPoint 18 8 1 1 0

Quality Assurance 71 53 35 10 1

User Experience Research 12 9 2 0 2

User Interface Design 37 25 22 8 3

User Testing 7 6 6 0 2

Video Editing 18 13 3 2 0

Video Transcription 16 9 6 3 0

Video Animation 6 5 1 1 0

Table A7: The full set of panels utilized by our organizations, as well as the number of workers in each stage of the panel creation pipeline.
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Continued:

Android Development
Application Name
Back End Development
Front End Development
HIPAA
Market Research
Marketing Website
Pitch Deck and User Documentation
Quality Assurance
User Interface Design
User Testing
Video

Figure A1: Organizational structure (top) and workflow (bottom) for EMS Report. The organization was composed of the CEO, nine teams, and three
individual workers. The workflow shows the timing of the 390 completed tasks. Colors in the organizational structure and the workflow indicate the
respective organizational units, listed top right.
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Figure A2: Organizational structure (top) and workflow (bottom) for True Story. The organization was composed of the CEO, ten teams, and two
individual workers. The workflow shows the timing of the 122 completed tasks. Colors in the organizational structure and the workflow indicate the
respective organizational units, listed top right.

Figure A3: Organizational structure (top) and workflow (bottom) for Enterprise Workshop Portal. The organization was composed of the CEO and
five teams. The workflow shows the timing of the 127 completed tasks. Colors in the organizational structure and the workflow indicate the respective
organizational units, listed top right.
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Figure A4: Screenshots from the EMS Trauma Report Android Application. After opening the app, users can create an account or login with an
existing account. After logging in, the application allows users to either create a new trauma case or update a current case. When adding a new Trauma
case, the user will be presented with a different set of screens depending on whether it is a Trauma 1 or 2 case. The application automatically identifies
the location of the case and continues to track the location of the device until the patient reaches the hospital.
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Figure A5: Screenshots from the EMS Trauma Report website, which is monitored by staff at the hospital. After logging in, users are shown a dashboard
with new and old cases as well as relevant statistics. Similar to the mobile app, users can create new Trauma 1 and 2 cases and update existing cases.
Users with administrative privileges have the ability to manage and update all user accounts.
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Figure A6: Photographs of the True Story game. The organization created two separate card decks, which included a family friendly version (the blue
deck) and an adult only version (the red deck). Each card deck consisted of 80 story prompt cards and an instruction card for each of the three rounds
in the game (e.g., 3 instruction cards total). Each story prompt card featured a topic and a descriptive quote aimed at helping game players recall a
relevant story related to the prompt. The back of all cards in the deck had the same graphic, which was either blue or red depending on if it was the
family friendly or adult only deck.
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Figure A7: Screenshots of the True Story mobile application and website. When opening the application for the first time, the user is presented with
a brief four-screen tutorial. They can always view the tutorial again by clicking on the question mark icon on the main screen. The application allows
users to record the audio of their stories and upload it to the True Story web server. Once users upload their story, they receive an email with the link
to access their story on the true story website. From there, users have the option to download the story, save the story to their Google Drive account or
share the link to their story with others. Users can also access their previous recordings from the last 30 days.
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Figure A8: Screenshots of the workshop portal worker view. After logging in, users are taken to the portal welcome page. From there, they can access
the workshop dashboard screen. On the dashboard page, users can request a new workshop and see their in progress and completed workshops. When
requesting a new workshop, users are presented with a form with six different sections. In order to submit the form, they must answer all of the required
questions across all sections. Once the user has submitted the workshop request form, the status of the request is "pending" until it has been approved
and assigned by an administrator. During this time, users can view and edit their request forms. Once the request has been approved, the status updates
to ’In Progress’ and the user is given access to the ’collaboration panel’ for the workshop, which allows them to update the status of specific tasks, such
as whether the catering has been ordered, as well as upload relevant files, such as an agenda or menu.
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Figure A9: Screenshots of the workshop portal admin view. After logging in, administrative users are taken to the portal welcome page. From there,
they can access the workshop dashboard screen. On the dashboard page, administrative users can request a new workshop, see their in progress and
completed workshops and access the content management system. The CMS allows administrative users to view and assign unassigned workshops as
well as access, edit, filter and export any of the other workshops in the system.
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